Construction of healthy arteries using computed tomography and virtual histology intravascular ultrasound.
Vessel geometry for numerical analysis is generally obtained by computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and intravascular ultrasound (IVUS). Most medical imaging is obtained from patients for hemodynamic analysis due to the properties of vascular disease and the difficulties in angiography. To predict the site where plaque occurs and understand the progression of the lesion, however, it is necessary to take into consideration not only the diseased artery, but also the blood flow characteristics of healthy artery. In order to simulate healthy vessels prior to lesion formation, we performed CT and virtual histology intravascular ultrasound (VH-IVUS) on three actual patients and this data was used to develop criteria for healthy vessel construction, a method that virtually removes all intravascular plaque. The lumen of a vessel generated by CT and the lumen from VH-IVUS were compared, and the cross-sectional areas of plaque components (fibrous, fibrofatty, dense calcium, and necrotic) and the lumen from VH-IVUS were analyzed. Geometric differences in the healthy vessel and diseased vessel were analyzed, and flow characteristics of the healthy vessel and diseased vessel were compared through computational fluid dynamics simulation. Low average wall shear stress (AWSS) was distributed in the site where plaque was removed from the healthy vessel, and a high oscillatory shear index (OSI) was observed in the region proximal to the site where plaque previously existed. Low AWSS and high OSI are widely accepted indicators of plaque formation or the direction of plaque progression. A numerical model that effectively predicts lesion forming sites was also generated based on the healthy vessel construction method presented in this study.